CASE
STUDIES

JASON & MICHAEL'S STORY
UPDATED MESSAGING & STRATEGIES
FOR LEADS BEYOND REFERRALS
THE CHALLENGE
An established IT solutions and consulting company, Jason and Michael
were already generating a sustainable amount of revenue. Their current
messaging and online presence was getting them by, but their business
growth relied almost entirely on customer referrals and word-of-mouth.
To truly scale their business, they needed more persuasive and targeted
messaging that would engage potential customers outside of their referral
network. They also required a branding update that would align with the
high-tech, high quality services they provided to create a powerful and
lasting first impression when reaching out to new leads.

THE RESULTS
As most of their current customer base was from referrals, Jason and
Michael needed to first determine who their ideal customer segments
should be and identify their key demographics for targeting. Catalyst
Momentum provided comprehensive industry, customer, and competitor
research to drive this forward. During our Catalyst Process, we
collaborated with Jason and Michael to establish and define five target
markets that would generate the best and most profitable leads.
Upon their completion of the Catalyst Process, they received:
Updated sales messaging that resonated with their newly identified
audiences and effectively addressed the solution the client offers
Elevated brand & style guide for a stronger brand identity that better
positions the client to new leads
Marketing growth plan with clearly defined strategies, lead generation
sources, and sales funnel maps to guarantee long-term success

"We predict that we'll see a return on our full
investment just from the new messaging
and email campaign alone." - Michael

PABLO'S STORY
INCREASED REVENUE BY 33%
THE CHALLENGE
Pablo, a SWFL-based immigration attorney, had a number of ongoing cases
and a solid work flow. However, his main challenge was attracting more
profitable cases in order to generate revenue.
While the firm was very busy with deportation cases, these don’t typically
receive payment for years. Through diligent research and collaboration,
Catalyst Momentum helped identify that Investor visas (specifically EB-5s)
offer a much greater profit margin and immediate revenue.
In order to shift their focus to foreign investors, Pablo faced another
challenge. He would need to be able to expand the firm's reach beyond
Southwest Florida and into the international market.

THE RESULTS
Catalyst Momentum worked with Pablo to completely rebrand his firm,
developing a new brand identity, messaging, sales materials, and a userfriendly, SEO-focused website to attract high level foreign investors. We
developed multi-lingual social media and search advertising campaigns
targeting foreign business executives looking to invest in the U.S.
In just the first three months of marketing, the firm saw:
20,000+ new site visits (67% of traffic from foreign countries)
Facebook engagement increased by 400%
Three top, high volume keywords reached Top 5 rankings on Google
International ad campaigns with 72,000+ international reach

Within three years of partnership,
the firm increased their annual revenue by 33%.

ELI'S STORY
298% INCREASE IN GROWTH
+ TWO NEW BUSINESSES
THE CHALLENGE
Prior to his partnership with Catalyst Momentum, Eli was working 70+
hours per week to grow his trailer dealership. He was desperate to reduce
his time commitment without sacrificing the hard work he'd put in to get
where his business was. As a solution, Eli decided to open an e-commerce
store for trailer parts to supplement his storefront and expand beyond their
local business.
The problem? Eli had no idea how to set-up or effectively maintain an ecommerce business, his current website had a virus warning, he had no
local business listings, and there was no SEO infrastructure in place.

THE RESULTS
Catalyst Momentum helped Eli rejuvenate and platform his current business
with an updated website, verified business listings, and a strong local
social media presence. From there, we used his loyal customer base to
launch an additional e-commerce brand with product listings on a new
website, Facebook Store, and Amazon. Together, we challenged trailer
dealers nation-wide by competing both online and offline.
Eli's storefront and e-commerce businesses experienced so much success
that he partnered with Catalyst Momentum to launch a third business for
dumpster rentals. Over 8 years of partnership, Eli was able to enter a semiretirement and position his daughter to take over a thriving family business.
Here are a few key highlights from our long-term partnership with Eli:
298% increase in revenue
Over $2.3 million in Amazon sales in 2020
Tracking on the first page of Google for over 40 high volume keywords

“My website receives over 4,800 new
visits a week, which has gone straight
to our bottom line." - Eli

MARY'S STORY
INCREASED AWARENESS &
CREDIBILITY AS AN INDUSTRY LEADER
THE CHALLENGE
This trust association for retirement industry professionals came to
Catalyst Momentum as an established leader and advocate in their industry
and as a strong resource for their members and consumers - none of which
was reflected in their online presence. Mary, the association's founder,
knew they needed help to fully leverage their credibility and expertise.
Their branding was outdated, their website was sparse and low quality,
and it offered no real value to consumers. Mary needed a massive brand
overhaul to better position their brand to reach potential members and
increase accessibility and education for consumers.

THE RESULTS
Now, the association has a brand identity befitting of a major industry
leader. Their new and improved look is professional and modern with a new
website, marketing materials, and social media that reflect the enormous
value they have to offer both their members and consumers.
Since partnering with Mary, Catalyst Momentum has:
Massively increased brand awareness and web traffic through PR
campaigns, social media marketing, native advertising, and Google ads
Created several educational videos for more engaging and
comprehensive consumer education
Assisted with planning, site development, & marketing of the
association's first virtual conference amidst the COVID-19 pandemic
Become a keynote speaker at conferences to educate association
members on best practices for marketing in the retirement industry
Created a lead generation funnel to connect consumers with association
members, providing additional value to current and potential members

From 2019 to 2021, web traffic
increased by over 2,244%.

